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BABY LONG BEACH 2019
APRIL 14 2019

After a short season of only two
weeks, UCLA Dragon Boat prepared for

their final race of the year at Marine
Stadium in Long Beach, CA.

 
Racing against top competitors such as

UCSD, Cal, and UCI, both boats paddled fiercely to the
finish line. The team had a memorable weekend as the

Potential Officers stepped up to the plate as leaders and 
Gold Boat became vets. 

 
At the end of the race day, the seniors had a little 

surprise for their newbies. Both Blue and Gold walked
away  with smiles on their faces, making a satisfying 

conclusion to the academic year.



PRE-RACE DINNER
APRIL 13 2019

Organized by the Pre-Race P.O.s,
the team united for a gathering of 
food, games, and talks to prepare

for the big race the next day.  
The team discussed on their goals
for race day and beyond. Satisfied

with full stomachs and a race
mindset, they left early for a long
night's rest, saving their energy 

for the next day.

WINNER OF KAHOOT

DRINK UP!

YUMMY SPAGETTEE



RACE DAY
APRIL 13 2019

Taking the early drive to race site, the team was hyped
for a day of excitement at Long Beach. For some, seeing
the site for the first time in forever jogged some nostagic

memories. For others, it was exciting to see a newly
location to foster many happy memories. 

 
Race Day P.O.s organized the logistics of the day to

ensure that the race day ran smoothly. They kept track
of the race schedule, made sure everyone is fed and

hydrated, and foster a postive vibe for the team.
 

In their final races, newbies showed off their growth
since paddling in the same waters for tryouts months

before, veterans carried the UCLA name with pride, and
graduating seniors paddled out with Blue for the last

time. After a long day, the team awaited a celebratory
dinner at Korean BBQ.



BLUE AND GOLD



SENIOR PRANKS!



KBBQ FUN
Emily Impersonation! Yummy!

Yikes! Tiring Race Day



RACE RESULTS
BLUE

1ST IN MIXED 
500M DIVISION



PO LAND PRACTICE
PO LAND COACHES: DOMINC AND MICHAEL



PO BOAT PRACTICE
PO BOAT COACH: NETPHEEL WANG



PO SWIM SOCIAL
PO SOCIAL CHAIR: NICOLE LEE



ALUMNI SPOTLIGHTS

BRANDON TOY
GOLD BOAT STROKE 2017-18

WHEN DID YOU GRADUATE?
Spring 2018

 
WHAT WAS YOUR MAJOR?

Electrical Engineering
 

WHAT DO YOU DO NOW?
Currently, I am finishing my Master’s 

at Caltech and will be working at SpaceX 
starting in the summer. In my free time, 
I enjoy trying new things and exploring 
new places. Right now, I am trying to 
learn how to surf but it has definitely 

been a challenge.
 
 



WHY DID YOU JOIN UCLADB?
I was late to joining dragon

boat, starting my senior year. I
had a blast. I had always been
focused on my academics and

engineering-oriented clubs and
decided it was time to try out a
club sport. To be honest, I did
not know much about dragon
boat when I joined and I didn't

even know anyone on the team.
However, throughout the year
watched the team grow and

met many amazing people. Out
of all the people I have met at

UCLA, I think that dragon
boaters are the most disciplined
and focused when it comes to

academics and staying in shape.
 
 

WHAT DID UCLADB TEACH YOU
AS A PERSON?

UCLADB taught me many things  
about myself but I think my

most important takeaway was
that the only thing limiting me
was myself. I found that there

was always another level I
could push myself to, even

when I didn’t think so or want
to. Tryouts definitely set the

tone for the year and I tried to
keep up that intensity for as

long as I could. This also applies
to leadership. You can’t and

shouldn’t hold back and wait for
someone else to step up. Trust
yourself and your friends and
teammates will support you!

 



WHAT WAS YOUR FAVORITE MEMORIES?
One of my favorite memories was tryouts week.
While it did help you find your physical limits, I
had more fun meeting new and excited faces.

The newbies are trying to impress the team and
the team is trying to find good people. To add to

the confusion, the existing members also
pretend to be trying out. I talked to many of my
future teammates as if they also had no clue

how to paddle. UCLADB has so many strange
traditions and it is exciting to learn about them.

WHAT MADE UCLADB UNIQUE?
Dragon boat is a true team sport.

There aren’t any “star players”
because every person matters. I
believe this is why dragon boat

attracts such humble, disciplined
people and why I like the sport.
When you are on the water, the

only thing that matters is looking
up, maintaining timing, and

contributing as much power as you
can. Joining dragon boat opened a
whole new side of UCLA and one of

the best decisions I’ve made.
WOULD YOU PADDLE AGAIN?
I would love to paddle again!

Maybe not on a competitive team
but it would be fun to be a part of
something recreational. It would

be a good reason to stay in shape.

WHERE DO YOU SEE US IN 5 YEARS?
In 5 years, I hope to see UCLADB

continue to grow and remain strong.
I hope more people continue to
learn about the sport and the

unique challenges of having 22
people on a boat at the same time.
I hope that can continue the same

train hard/play hard attitude that I
was lucky to experience.

 DO YOU HAVE ANY ADVICE?
You only get out as much as you
put in. I found it very tempting to

miss practice many times, especially
the very early morning ones, but I
knew that every practice I missed

would hurt the team. More
importantly, dragon boat always

has amazing people with very
different backgrounds so take the
time to learn and grow with them.



ALUMNI SPOTLIGHTS

Janet Lo
CO-FOUNDER | VP & COACH 2004-2005 | Drummer 2005-2006

WHEN DID YOU GRADUATE?
Spring 2007

 
WHAT WAS YOUR MAJOR?

Theater
 

WHAT DO YOU DO NOW?
After freelancing in the food tv/production and ad

industry for 10 years, I’m taking time off to follow my
soul’s path. Lots of dancing (women’s empowerment

movement and healing work and facilitating
workshops), writing (working on my first book!) and
doggie time (volunteering at shelters, grooming and

dog sitting) lots of yoga, breathwork, meditation,
hiking, cooking and travel.

 



WHAT DID UCLADB TEACH YOU AS A PERSON?
Boundaries and limits and honoring your own capacities. I was super over

stretched and had too much on my plate. At one point I was taking 22
units a quarter, had class on Saturdays, coaching on Sundays down in
Long Beach, and was part of the LCC theater company. I got really sick

my first quarter of my 4th year, and ended up taking the next quarter off.
I took a super senior year to finish my classes. Looking back now, I’m glad
I pushed myself to the human limit in my 20s, I learned a ton! But I also
learned the hard way what not to do and how to take care of myself. It

really taught me the capacity of my will and mental strength. But now in
my mid thirties, it’s all about learning to truly nourish my worth, my

body and take care of my own hopes and dreams before I can be
grounded enough to give and be of service to others.

 
It also taught me how to feel out things. I paddled in high school in

Canada, so learning to feel out the different elements and stroke styles
and temperatures was illuminating (paddling in salt water, vs, lake

water vs fresh river, vs. still murk on windy days, really hot days, freezing
days etc) and learning to adjust everybody’s perspective and think

outside the box to respect it, feel one with and work with nature instead
of against it. I definitely miss the feeling of take off in the boat with 20

others, but for sure it’s helped me learn how to tune in and listen.



What was your experience as a Cabinet like?
Challenging to say the least. From finding sponsorship, money and

proving that the interest exists on campus to finding and booking space
for practices, carpooling down to LB, buying gear and figuring out

where to store gear. (in the backs of our cars!) I don’t remember when I
slept at all. It was also hilarious how we pretty much just grabbed our
friends and handed out positions when we built our first cabinet. Like

Oprah “You get a position! And you get a position!” It’s always
challenging to build new systems and flow for any organization. The

important part is always hashing out value systems and mission
objectives. The rubbing up against egos is always inevitable. But all in

all when you ultimately have the same goal and intentionally and
mindfully work towards it together, it’s easier to solve conflict between

personalities and clashing communication/coaching styles. 
Derrick always had a lot of heart in everything that he did. I learned a
lot from him. We became really good friends by the end, so I knew we

always had each other’s back, and balanced each other’s strengths and
weaknesses as leaders. We also always had the team’s best interest at

heart. We wanted to build something that lasted. Because we knew
turnover for organizations on campus was always an issue. But

honestly we just did our best and hoped for the best. 
It’s amazing to see where the team’s at now.



WHAT WAS YOUR FAVORITE MEMORIES?
So many! I'll list some few standout moments. When

Derrick Chan first approached me to co-found the team
on bruin walk. When we signed official papers with UCLA

Recreation and got their sponsorship/blessings. When
we held our first tryouts in the pool  and Drake stadium.
When we first put our new uniforms on, stood as a team
and destroyed all the other UCs at our first long beach
races. We were known to have the fastest starts and

sprints, but no endurance. haha . We were also the last
UC to build and form a team. Dr. Chen had been asking

for a UCLA team to be formed for years, so we were
highly anticipated. Our first races at Lake Las Vegas was
pretty fun and epic because it was our first away races

and opportunity for overnight bonding. But what
happens in Vegas.

 
HOW WOULD YOU SUMMARIZE YOUR DRAGON BOAT

EXPERIENCE?
Transformational, legendary.  Blood, sweat and tears 

but all love through and true.

DO YOU HAVE ANY ADVICE FOR CURRENT PADDLERS?
Have fun, be safe, enjoy the ride. Take care of your

body and your needs first, and be mindful and
intentional about why you do what you do when

you’re part of the team. You’re all in in together sink
or swim, and there’s equal value in both.

 



CONGRATULATIONS

UCLADB PRESIDENT 2019-2020

DAVID SCOLARI



CONGRATULATIONS SENIOR CLASS OF 2019!
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WE ARE 50 STRONG


